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Orthofi x® is an effective component of the Warnke® 
procedure that smartly paves the way to reliable spelling.

  as stand-alone software for learning visual spelling
  in combination with the WWTT (Wedemark Percep-

tion Selectivity Test) to strengthen the distinctive 
sound / syllable recognition

  as a part of the FLIC systems for learning foreign 
languages 

Even better results may be achieved by integrating other 
exercise elements of the Warnke® procedure.

In case of questions please do not hesitate to contact us.  

Product SummaryProduct Summary

Orthofix® provides the following:
  Computer-aided spelling exercise
  Establish unambiguous mental word images
  More than 10,000 exercise words to choose from
  You may randomly extend the exercise vocabulary
  German translation can be shown

5 minutes of exercising per day creates a visual storage 
of up to 10 new words per day. The current words de-
manded by the school may this way be quickly and per-
manently memorised. Forget about spelling troubles now.

One programme for three languages: 
  German
  British English
  American English

Do you want to know more about Orthofix®?

Have a look online at www.orthofix.meditech.de or  
contact us.

OrthoOrthofi xfi x® - a Part of a Whole - a Part of a Whole

Orthofi x®

  Spelling exercise made easy
  Perfect spelling for everybody
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www.orthofi x.meditech.de

OrtOrthohofi xfi x® for Learning Languages for Learning Languages

Parents and teachers more and more often report weak 
spelling of children - despite often excessive exercising. 
Orthofi x® creates the essentials of a good speller: une-
quivocal mental word images. The writer sees at once 
whether the word is written as it was memorised in mind. 
A sophisticated educational procedure helps your child 
to playfully learn how to avoid the hardships of spelling - 
with joy and rewarding effort. 
ADS or ADHS children may terribly suffer at school, 
because in a class of 30 children or more they fi nd focus-
sing on the teacher and theie task to be hard. BrainBoy® 
exercises the concentration capacity in playful manner, 
training mental functions that facilitate learning.

Orthofi x® for children

OrtOrthohofi xfi x® for youngsters and adults for youngsters and adults

You do not outgrow spelling problems - young job star-
ters often reveal poor spelling skills. Orthofi x® helps 
even adults improve their spelling abilities quickly and 
permanently. Even if they are out of school, they may 
thereby achieve the level their everyday (job) life re-
quires.

Orthofi x® is an important cornerstone of the FLIC fo-
reign language exercise. Orthofi x® discloses foreign 
languages to children and adults in a new and suc-
cessful manner, whether standalone or combined 
with other exercise routines. Spelling and pronunciati-
on may be precisely exercised with Orthofi x®. 
Please, fi nd more information at

www.fl ic.meditech.de.

Dear parents, dear children,Dear parents, dear children,

Good spellers don’t use rules, they trust rather in their 
mental word image. Think about it: If you, a good speller, 
are not sure how a word is written, then you write down 
both alternatives and ‚see‘ which spelling looks right. You 
have an unequivocal mental image of every word and its 
individual letters.

But what about people who lack this capacity? They 
strive to reach their target with alternate strategies. Yet 
they fail to become really good spellers, in spite of often 
excessive exercising.

Good spellers don’t use rules. Why should weak spellers 
learn them? Orthofi x® shows the right way. Combined 
auditory and visual exercises disclose reliable spelling - 
letter by letter.

*Personal data editorially changed

thth fixfixfix®® for childreni®® for children

Jim Myers*, Aberdeen
Our son Frank learnt writing at school according to the ‚Write as you hear‘ system. The teacher requested us 

never to correct him. As a result, his 
orthography was poor. Orthofi x helps 
Frank to learn ten new words every day. 
Now he ‚sees‘ the proper spelling in his 
mind - and writes it down. Thank you!!

Now my husband is a newly qualifi ed primary school teacher. He could well use Orthofi x in the special instructions. A colleague of mine works with children as an occupational therapist and is 
also interested in this software. I love the design of 
Orthofi x and I am sure that other primary schools 
may be interested in this programme, too

Jana Schmidt*, Aachen (D)
At school, correct spelling 

has never been important, 

due to a dyslexis diagnosis. 

Only many fruitless appli-

cation tests made clear that I had no 

chance for a job without solid spelling. 

On the Internet I found a computer 

programme called ‘Orthofi x - playfully 

to successful spelling?’ For me that has 

become true.

Tim Hood*, Brighton


